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cSw Writer’s Checklist 

 
! Learn everything you can about your subject 

-    check scientific sources (see list below*) 
- check popular sources  
- check the sources on your sources 
- follow tangents about the subject and people associated with your subject  

 
! Review your research 

-     is anything unclear? confusing? are there holes? missing details?  
-     conduct further research to answer these questions 
-     note what you find most interesting 
 

! Steep and brew -- let the information sit so you can distill potential 
“themes“ (key points) and hooks (intro/angles to entice readers) 
-     review/reevaluate what you find most interesting   
-     narrow down and write potential themes/hooks 
-     identify potential Science Stars associated with these themes/hooks 
-     check to see if they have contact information and/or contact policies  

 
! Collaborate with your Comms Mentor 

- discuss your ideas for themes/hooks 
- review your list of potential Science Stars  
- determine the theme/Science Star(s) you will pursue 

 
! Focus on Science Star interview 

- make arrangements for interview (allow plenty of lead time for scheduling) 
- develop questions that will expand your understanding of the subject/theme or 

humanize the science   
- do NOT seek information that is already available about your Science Star and 

his/her work (review with Comms Mentor, if desired) 
- conduct interview  

 
! Write draft story (collaborate with Comms Mentor during this process) 

- review all research and interview notes  
- finalize theme/hook (this doesn’t mean write the final hook, it means narrow 

down the focus of your story and determine what you want your readers to 
“take away” from your story) 

- determine story format (blog/feature; Q&A; straight news) 
- write 1st draft (headline, 2-3 key summary points, 400-700 word content, works 

cited) 
 



cSw Writer’s Checklist (page 2) 
 
 
 

! Fact check 
- make sure all science/medical terms are accurate and understandable 
- make sure you have at least 2 credible sources for scientific/personal details 

 
! Revise, revise, revise 

- after a day or two, reread (out loud) and make improvements (experiment with 
ways to make it more engaging: subtitles, bullets, questions; first vs third 
person) 

- share with family or friends for feedback and make improvements 
- review with your Comms Mentor and make improvements  

 
! Submit improved draft to Team Editor by August 19, 2016 

- headline, 2-3 key summary points, 400-700 word content, works cited 
- Include a 50-75 word author’s bio  

 
! Be prepared to work with Team Editor on a rewrite or further revisions, if 

necessary 
 
 
In addition: 
 

! Complete training modules for Writers as assigned 
 

! Regularly check, like and share cSw social media posts 
 

! Applaud efforts of fellow writers 
	
	
	
*Scientific Research Sources 

 
GoogleScholar (search engine): https://scholar.google.com 
SciSeek (search engine): http://www.sciseek.com 
Science.gov (federal science database): http://www.science.gov 
NIH PubMed (biomedical literature database): http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
Science Direct (full-text science journal/book database): http://www.sciencedirect.com	
PLOS (public library of open-access science literature): https://www.plos.org	

	
	

	
 


